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and Answers.Gaming Review September 18, 2007 The one thing that keeps me going to art shows and even movie
shows is that I get to see unusual and wonderful art. I don't expect everybody's art to be amazing and I don't

demand that everybody be interested in art. However, when you've got certain people who are somehow
connected to my art, it's very special. For instance, when I got to see Joseph Kosuth's show at the Guggenheim in

2005, there was one image I found interesting: a series of objects inside a glass tube resembling a sort of
pyramidal heater. It was an image that reminded me of a certain gutter that I had made a couple of years before,
which was otherwise unrelated. I was fascinated. I wrote about the one of the topmost pieces in the show at the
time, "The First Circle", in a journal I wrote for my wedding. Back then, I explained to my fiancee, who's also an
artist, that they were all part of a circle, and that each one was itself a circle or a spiral. I was talking about the
objects that were inside the "heater" pieces. A couple months later, I got a call from the Guggenheim. Someone

had contacted them about The First Circle and how they wanted to show them around the world. I thought, "Wow,
what a great thing to do! I wonder what the pieces are going to look like when they're traveling around the world".

Months later, The First Circle was on display at the Guggenheim. That's exactly how it
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